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A set of equations defining the excitation spectrum and decay of the initial individual excita
tion is derived from the linearized Hartree equations by taking the initial conditions into ac
count. The quantum dispersion relation and its classical analog, which specify the collective 
excitation spectrum of a system in an external field, are deduced. 

A linear approximation of the Hartree self-con
sistent field method has been used many times to 
determine the spectrum of collective and single
particle excitations of systems of interacting par
ticles.1• 2 A consistent application of this method 
should obviously include the formulation and solu
tion of the initial-condition problem (the Cauchy 
problem). In the present paper we show that for 
a given approximation Heitler's formalism3 not 
only yields the spectrum of the collective and 
single-particle excitations of the system in an ex
ternal field, but determines the decay of an initial 
individual or collective state. 

We consider a system of interacting particles 
in an external field. The operator equation for the 
density matrix, in a representation determined by 
the eigenvalues of the particle states in the ex
ternal field, has the form 

{in atat-En +En·} p (nn') = L; {r (ll') p (mm') a~; b (n'm') 
ll' 

- p (mm') p (/!') a:.r {) (nm)} = L; a~!;{p(ll') p (n'n') 
II' 

- p (nn) p ( ll')} + Ll p(nn'); ( 1) 

a~!; = ~ dx dy a (x- y) 'Jl~ (x) 'Jl7· (y) 'lln• (x) 'PI (y). (1') 

Here G ( x - y) is the kernel of the interaction be
tween particles, and l/JZ ( x) satisfies the equation 

{T (p) + U (x)} 'Jl1(x) = Et'Pt (x). 

Averaging the operator equation for the density 
matrix over the state of the system (in the occu
pation-number space) and using further the 
Hartree approximation in which the diagonal ele
ments of the averaged density matrix are replaced 
by the distribution functions of the non-interacting 
particles in the external field: 

(p (ll') p (nn))-> (p (!l')) (p (nn))-> f (En) (p (/!')), 

we obtain in the linear approximation < ..::lo ( nn' ) > 
- 0, i.e., a system of Hartree equations, which 
is a natural generalization of the system consid
ered by Ehrenreich and Cohen2 

{ih at at- En +En·} ( p (nn')) = Llf (nn') L;a~!; ( p (ll')), 
II' 

Llf (nn') = f(E n•)- f(En). (2) 

We assume that in the system of linearlized 
Hartree equations the self action of the particles 
has been eliminated, so that 

We proceed to analyze the Hartree system with 
allowance for an initial condition in the form 

(p (n0n0))t ..... o+ = I, (p (nn'))t.,;;,o = 0, nn' =I= n0n~. 

Using the expansion 

(p(nn')>=-2a_,\'dEp ,1 (E)exp[-iEt/li], 
rtl J nn n 0n~ 

we find that allowance for the initial condition 
leads to the system 

'V nl' Dnn' (E) P , . (E) = Llf (nn') ..::..J an' I P , , (£) 
nn !no n0 ll' ll Jn 0no 

+ b (non0 Inn'), 

Following Heitler' s formalism3 we introduce 

(3) 

for ll' ¢ n0~ a new matrix, defined by the relation 

(E)= U _, (E) 
p 11'1 n,n: 11'1 n,n: (E) Dw(E) P n,n:fn,n: ' 

D~~·(E) = P [E -E,. +En· ]-1 - ircb (E- E., +E,.·), 

The system of homogeneous equations 

u ' '(E) = Llf (nn') ~ a~!;o7l· (E) u ' ,(E) (4) 
nrl !rlorlo ll' ll J rlono 
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determines the introduced matrix for nn' ~ non.Q. 
and the relation 

f>n,n~ln,n; (E)= [Dil,,w, (E)++ fn,w, (E)]-1, (5) 

-2
1 fn,w (E)= illf(n0n0) 'V G"j1,D[i}(E) U (E) (6) 

o .LJ n0 l lt'lnonU 
ll' 

determines the behavior of the initial condition. 
The quantity rllQno (E) is, generally speaking, 

complex and determines the line width of the 
single-particle transition no - no and the energy 
shift of the single-particle transition. We note 
that rilonO (E) vanishes when n0 = Ilo• correspond
ing to the absence of a shift and to the natural 
width of the single-particle level. 

To separate the spectrum of the collective fluc
tuations, we parametrize the resultant system of 
equations. Actually, expanding the interaction 
kernel in the expression for the matrix element of 
the transition G~!~ in a Fourier series 

o~!; = 2 G (q) (n I eiqx In') (l' I eiqx I/), 
q 

and introducing the generalized collective operator 

Uq (E; n0n() = 2J (l'feiqx / £) D!zt(E) U , , (E), (7) 
ll' ll I nullo 

we find that the width and the shift of the energy 
of the single-particle transition are expressed in 
terms of the introduced quantity as follows: 

.! r , (E) = i !lf (nono) 2J G (q) (no I eiqx In;) u q (E; nono). 
2 n0n0 q 

(8) 

By simple transformation of the system of 
homogeneous equations for Unn' j n0n.Q we find that 
the collective operator Uq ( E; no~ ) should satisfy 
the equation 

{1 - G (q) 2J !lf (nn') v;;, (E) I (n jeiqx In') /2 } Uq (E; non~) 
nn' 

X 2J !lf(nn') v;;. (E) (n j eiq'x In') (n' I eiqx In), (9) 
nn' 

the structure of which is such as to permit the 
separation 

Uq(E; n0n~) =Uq(E) U (n0n~). 

which leads to the possibility of existence of a 
collective-excitation spectrum E ( q) independent 
of the quantum numbers of the individual initial 
condition. This last circumstance is again a con
sequence of the elimination of terms corresponding 
to the self-action of the particles from the initial 
Hartree equations. 

Neglecting the right half in the complete system 
(9), we arrive to a quantum dispersion relation in 
closed form 

I = G (q) 2J P ~ (~,~ -: ~£:) I (n I eiqxll n') 12 

nn' n n 

- inG (q) 2J () (E- En+ E,·) 
nn' 

(10) 

solution of which determines the spectrum of the 
collective fluctuations of the system of interacting 
particles. 

Relation (5) together with the expression (8) de
termines the energy shift and the line width of the 
initial individual excitation of the system in the 
presence of collective excitation with a spectrum 
defined by the dispersion relation (10). To find the 
classical analog of the dispersion relation (10), we 
change in this expression from summation over 
( n, n' ) to summation over ( n, ~n = n' - n) and 
take account of the fact that in the classical ap
proximation the main contribution is due to the 
eigenvalues n » ~n » 1. Since the quasi-classical 
matrix elements approach zero rapidly with in
creasing ~n and change little with changing n 
when the difference ~n is fixed, we use, on going 
to the classical dispersion relation, the expansion 

E - En+An + E, -4 E- (a En I an) 11n = E -liw (n) 11n, 

f (En+ An)- f (En) -4 (at (E,) I a£,) liw (n) 11n, 

where, according to reference 4, 

In addition, it is necessary to take account of the 
fact that the matrix element of the transition goes 
in the classical limiting case into the correspond
ing Fourier component of a function defined on the 
classical trajectory of the particle. After simple 
transformations we obtain a classical analog of 
the dispersion relation (10) 

1 = G ( ) ""· p liw (n) !ln iJf (E,) I\' dteiqx(t)-iw(n)Ant Ia 
q .LI E-liw(n)!ln iJE, ~ 

n, ~n 

- inG (q) ~ () (E- liw (n) 11n) 
n • .6.n 

X 0~~:,) liw (n) 11n I~ dteiqx(l)-iw(n)flrtt j: (10') 

where x ( t) is a solution of the classical problem 
of the motion of a particle in an external field. 

The dispersion relations (10) and (10') obtained 
above lead, in the case of infinitesimally small 
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wave numbers ( q- 0 ), to generalized Lorentz 
dispersion sums. For particles that are free in 
the ground state the complete system of equations 
for the collective operator coincides identically 
with the cut-off system and (10) goes into the well 
known Klimontovich-Silin dispersion equation. 1 

We note that the Hartree-Fock approximation leads 
in this situation to a system that determines a col
lective operator analogous to the complete system 
(9). 

For a system in a periodic field, in the approx
imation 

(n, k I e'qr [ k', n') ----" (uk, n I Uk+q, n') 0 (k' - k- q), 

where ( n, k I r) = uk, n ( r) e'k · r defines the state 
of a particle with quasi -momentum k in band n, 
corresponding to conservation of the quasi-mo
mentum in the single -particle transition k', n' 
- k, n, the dispersion relation (10) goes into the 
dispersion equation of the band model. 2 Finally, 
for a system of particles in a constant homogeneous 
magnetic field, in the approximation 

(kx, n, kz\eiqr\k:,n',k~) 

---> 0 (k:-kz- qz) 0 (k:-kx- qx) (Xn I Xn•) 0 (qy), 

where ( Xn I Xn' ) is the overlap integral of the os
cillator functions, corresponding to the Landau 
representation, 4 we arrive at the dispersion equa
tion obtained by Zyryanov. 5 

Let us turn now to an examination of the "col
lective" initial condition, which is an assembly of 
initial conditions with definite wave number values 

Parametrizing relation (5), which determines the 
behavior of each individual initial condition, we 
find that the quantity 

Rq(E) = 2] (n0 \ eiqx In~) Pn,n; j n,n;(E), (12) 
n0 n:; 

which characterizes the behavior of the assembly 
of initial conditions with definite wave number 
values, is determined by the relation 

Relation (13) in general does not lend itself to 
separation in the right-hand part of the 'collective' 
initial condition. However, in the approximation 
< n-1 >av = < D >at + •.. we find that 

Rq(E) = !Dq (£) + ifq (£)/2]-1Rq(O), (14) 

where the fluctuation propagation function 

Dq (£) = ~ D n n' (£) (no! eiqx In~) p<0>(non~) 
' ' ' no no 

is the propagation function of the single-particle 
transition averaged over the initial state, and the 
decay of the fluctuations is determined by the 
averaged width 

f fq(£) = iG (q)F (q, q) Uq(E) 

+ i 2] G (q') F (q, q') Uq· (£). 
q'+ q 

In conclusion we note that parametrization of 
the initial Hartree equations leads in the presence 
of self-action to a system of inhomogeneous equa
tions for the collective operator Uq ( E; nono ), of 
the form 

Uq(E; n0n~) = {1- G(q) 2] L'lf(nn')D~,(E) J (n [eiqx\n')i2}- 1 

nn' 

X{~ L'lf(nn')D;;;?. (£) (nleiqxln') a::: 
+ :2J G(q') Vq•(E; n 0n~) 

q'+q 

X ~~ L'lf (nn') v;;, (£) (n I eiq'x In') (n' I eiqx In)} . (15) 

In this case the state of collective fluctuations of 
the system is determined not only by the excitation 
spectrum E = E ( q), but by the quantum numbers 
of the initial individual excitation ( Ilo• n0 ). The 
system given above for the definition of 
Uq ( E; n0n0 ), together with the expression for 
Pnono I non' (E), analogous to that given above, de
termines the decay of the initial individual state 
and the excitation of collective fluctuations in the 
system of interacting particles. 

For particles that are free in the ground state 
the equation for the collective operator 
Uq ( E; k0, k0) is greatly simplified and turns into 
the analog of the following equation1 

Pk (t) = ....!_, ,+, dsest 
2m 'j' 

X {I_ G (k) \ f (p+ lik /2) -f (p-lik /2) d3p}-l 
j m 1kp-zs 

\ 'Pk (0, p) d3 
X .) s + im 1kp P' 

which determines the time variation of the Fourier 
component of the density fluctuation Pk ( t) in 
terms of the initial value of the perturbed particle 
distribution function of the system, <Pk ( 0, p ). 
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